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a great time to be a Panther!
Your Alumni Association continues to grow by leaps and
bounds in terms of our programs, services and membership.
For that, we thank each and every one of you.
To the class of '09, congratulations and welcome to the
next phase of your life as a Panther. You1l find your
association is a dynamic organization fueled by your ideas,
energy and passion.
There are now 100,000 living UNI alumni! This is a
milestone to celebrate at face value. More importantly,
we celebrate the lives and contributions to community,
families and professions that each of you represent.
As always, there's a lot going on with your Alumni
Association. Just aiouple examples:
• The new ontine career center (see the article on page
18). You asked for career advice and assistance, and
we're delivering the finest online resource you can find
to all UNI graduates and current students.
• The Traditions Challenge, which launches this fall,
celebrates Panther Traditions, new and old. The program
crosses every corner of campus while strengthening the
understanding of what it means to be a Panther. This
program will ensure Purple for Life is more than just a
)

tagline.
• Take advantage of social and networking opportunities
across the country, too. Check out the events at www.
unialum.edu. We're always looking to support alumni.
If you would like to host an event in your area, let us
know!
Everything that you see from the Alumni Association is
thanks to you, our members. Memberships provide all
of our funds for socials, reunions, awards and more. The
only way we can expand our programs is if more Panthers
become members. Our goal is to reach 10,000 members in
the next three years-an almost 20-percent increase. We
want 25,000 members in the next 10 years. Make sure you
ask your peers, neighbors and former classmates to be a
part of something special by becoming a member of the
UNI Alumni As

P.S. Check out the official Alumni Association pages on
Facebook and Linkedln. Simply search for University of
Northern Iowa Alumni Association on both sites and join!
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No need to wrestle for words
W

ords and wrestling. Wrestling and words. The two are
intermixed in Sandy Stevens' life. As the nation's "Voice of
Wrestling" and a freelance writer, she uses her knowledge
of wrestling and her fervor for language to look after and encourage
thousands of competitors, coaches and fans of her favorite sport.
At the University of Northern Iowa, Stevens, who now lives in Glen
Ellyn, m. and is chair of the UNI Alumni Association board of directors,
was an English major and the feature editor of the College Eye, UNI's
student-run newspaper. Bu before Stevens came to UNI, she fell in
love. With a wrestler. Captivated by "Bear" Stevens, 15-year-old Sandy

..

learned all she could about wrestling.
"Not only did I fall in love with him, but I fell in love with the
sport," she said, recalling the early days with her late husband. That
time led to her career calling and announcing
wrestling meets and tournaments from coast to
coast and around the world.
In 1962, Stevens graduated from UNI with
a B.A) n English education with an emphasis
in journalism. She and Bear, who wrestled at
UNI, married and returned to their hometown
of Cedar Rapids, where he taught and coached
at Kennedy High School. The night before his
team's first home wrestling meet, he realized
he didn't have an announcer. Luckily for him,
he didn't need to look far.

Stevens, an English teacher at the time, got her first taste
of life behind the microphone at that high school quadrangular.
Not long after, she was announcing at Iowa's first state freestyle
wrestling tournament, which led to a National Junior's Tournament
and involvement with USA wrestling. In her early 30s, Stevens
announced her first national wrestling tournament.
As the "Voice of Wrestling," being female isn't the only thing
that sets Stevens apart. She uses interesting trivia during an event,

like the average GPA of finalists, and celebrates positive tidbits
about teams and individuals, such as community service and
volunteer activities. She credits those concepts to her preferred
feature-style of writing. Stevens also became a certified wrestling
mat official to give even more credibility to
her knowledge of the sport.
"I want them to not
"I have so much respect for wrestlers,"
she said. "It's a sport of substance, not
only understand what
image. It takes dedication, hard work, skill,
intelligence, drive, and you have no one but
yourself to depend on when you're out there
happening, but to get
on the mat."
Stevens says her first responsibility
behind the microphone is to the wrestlers,
providing timely and accurate information,
giving them one less thing to worry about
during competition. She takes great care
to learn the correct pronunciation of each

is

excited about it. If they're
not already excited about
wrestling, I want to hook

wrestler's name.
them." - Sandy Stevens '62
After the wrestlers and coaches, Stevens
is there to support the fans.
"I want them to not only understand
what is happening, but to get excited about it," she said. "If
they're not already excited about wrestling, I want to hook them."
Hook them she does, not only to the sport but to her persona
behind the mic. Stevens has been honored by three wrestling halls
of fame: the National Wrestling Hall of Fame for her contributions
to the sport; the Dan Gable Wrestling Museum; and the Illinois
Wrestling Hall of Fame. She has announced at the Olympics in Los
Angeles and Atlanta, Ga., and several years ago announced a meet
in France.
But acclaim for her verbal skills doesn't outshine her written
work. She also has received sports- and feature-writing awards.
"I love being able to write about wrestling. It meshes the two
passions in my life," she said. "I am so blessed to be a part of this
sport." •
5p~2009
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h baby, I love this sportscaster, and, apparently, I'm not the only one. Gary
Rima, known as "The Voice of the Panthers" on the radio waves across Iowa, was
named the 2008 Iowa Broadcaster of the Year by the National Sportscasters and
Sportswriters Association. I talked to Rima about his award, and what it's like to be a
broadcaster for the Panthers.
"I was shocked at first because I didn't even know that I had been nominated,"
Rima said.
Rima is the first UNI sportscaster to win this award. He said it was a great honor
that the state of Iowa, the Panther Nation, and his coworkers thought he was such a
great broadcaster and showed great appreciation for the honor.
Rima grew up in Strawberry Point, Iowa, and has always had a love for sports and the
excitement and competition of athletics. He had a passion for high school sports, watching
and playing football, baseball and basketball. As a kid, he loved baseball and wanted to
grow up to become a professional baseball player. Well, that didn't happen ... but he found
another love in broadcasting. Rima started his on-air career at the age of 19 for Oelwein
High School. He thinks there is a lot we can learn from sports in our own lives.
I asked Rima what his favorite part of broadcasting was. He
said he likes to paint a picture of what's happening during the
game in the listener's mind. He loves the fact that thousands of
miles away someone can be listening to his voice, creating images
of what the game would be like if he were at the game in person.
He also likes traveling with the team. His favorite places have
been Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Las Vegas, and St. Louis for the Missouri
Valley Tournament. But his favorite environment to watch a game
is in the UNI-Dome or McLeod Center. He said there is nothing like
a Panther victory at home.
Rima enjoys getting to know the players on a more personal
level. He is very proud of how Panther athletes act when they are
representing the university and the team away from home.
He also is very proud of the fact that in his 34 years of
broadcasting he has never missed a single broadcast.
Rima's passion for UNI athletics comes from many different
aspects of his life. His brother played baseball for the Panthers.
During that time, Rima started learning more about the university.
He fell in love with the athletic program, which made it an easy

He loves the fact
that thousands
of miles away
someone can be
listening to his
voice, creating
images of what
the game would
be like if he were
at the game in
person.

decision when his son decided to play baseball for the Panthers.
That's when he became the play-by-play voice for Panther Baseball and became very
close to the baseball team. When I asked him what he thought about the baseball
program coming to an end at UNI, he said, "It's a real shame when any athletic program
has to go, but especially this one. The baseball program gave a lot of Iowa kids the
chance to play at a higher division level."
Rima finds it hard to choose a favorite Panther memory, but among them: when the
Panthers played in the 2005 national football championship game; the Missouri Valley
Tournament in 2004 when UNI won in double overtime in the championship against
Missouri State; and every NCAA tournament appearance for the Panther Basketball team.
Rima said broadcasting is his favorite thing, and he hopes to do it for a very long
time. He is honored to have his job, and as the voice of the Panthers, thanks all of his
loyal fans that listen to him on AM 1540 and other statewide affiliates.

Austin Hansen is a ninth-grade student at Holmes Junior High in Cedar Falls. He is a
lifelong Panther fan, as well as a lifelong Gary Rima fan. Austin is the son of two 1989 UNI
alumni, Kevin and Connie Hansen.
5

Louise Braklow, UNI's oldest lknown alum
By Sandy Stevens

later, she taught in Estherville fo r a year
before moving back to Cedar Falls (and, this

When it comes to being "Purple for
Life," nobody does it better than
Louise Braklow.

t ime, the dorm) to complete a fo ur-year
degree in 1928.
Then came an interview with a
representative from the Evanston, Ill., school

At 106 years old, Braklow is UNI's oldest
known alumna, and her alma mater still holds a
special place in her heart.
"It was something that was so great in

district . He asked what salary she'd consider.
"No less than $1, 200 a year," she said.
"That has been offered to me by another
school."
"If you're interested," he replied, "I will

giving me background that I did not have when I
was growing up ," she said. "It was a happy place
to be." ·

give you $1 ,300."
"Oh, was I thrilled! " Braklow recalled.
For the teaching post in Illinois, she

With her UNI diploma in hand, Braklow
would go on to teach first-graders for 55 years.
Braklow was born July 22, 1902, in Boone,
Iowa, the youngest-and the first to enter
college-in a family of four boys and six girls. Now a resident of Chicago's Norwood
Crossing senior living community, she wears a hearing aid and uses a walker ("It takes
me about three minutes to get up ," she quipped), but her mind is sharp

"It was
a happy
place to
be. "
-Louise
Braklow

and her outlook, sunny. An avid Chicago Cubs fan who saw them win the
World Series 100 years ago, her only frown came when a visitor brought
up the team's failure to repeat the feat in 2008.
Her love for a sister's children spurred Braklow, who never married,

took a train to Chicago, a train to Evanston
and a taxi to the t wo-sto ry dist rict office. "It
was my first experience with an elevator,"

In June 1878, the first
graduating class of the Iowa State
Normal School received their
diplomas, and among them was
Maude Gilchrist. The 16-year-old
daughter of the University
of Northern Iowa's first
president received her
Bachelor of Didactics degree
that year, continued her
studies and received her
four-year Bachelor of Science
degree in 1880 at 18. She is t he
youngest-known person to graduat e
from UNI.

she said.
She spent 52 years as a first-grade
teacher in t he district's Oakto n School,
earned a master's deg ree in elementary

While Gilchrist's dad, J ames
Cleland Gilchrist, led the school
as "principal, " Gilchrist became
an educational leader in her own

education from Northwestern University and
celebrated the UNI graduations of a niece's
two great-grandchildren. After retiring in

right. She t aught natural sciences
and mat hematics at her alma mater

1967, she became a hospital volunteer.

from 1883-1886; was a botany

other two went to Iowa State University to study "domestic" subjects,

Braklow credits her "teacher's college"
for putting her on the path to her fulfilling

instructor at Wellesley College
in Massachusetts; and served as

she said.

life's work.

principal of the Illinois Women's
College until 1901. She spent 12

to enter the teaching profession.
Braklow and two cousins graduated from high school the same year,
but she was the only one headed to Iowa State Teachers College. The

"Other girls were more interested in secretarial or in getting
married-and they did that," Braklow said.
She enrolled in the summer session immediately after high school
graduation, but the dorm was already full (enrollment in 1922 had reached 2,130,
including 1,784 women) , so she stayed with a friend of her mother: a Mrs. Williams who
rented rooms to faculty members.
Braklow, a lifelong Lutheran who reads the Bible daily, noted, "She was a Welsh
Presbyterian, and that was different from me."
At Iowa State Teachers College, two women directed primary teachers, but one
promoted consolidated instead of one-room schools, Braklow said. "That's where I got my

"I needed t o know more," Braklow
declared. "I didn't know much about
Shakespeare, for example, but when I went
into the library bet ween classes, I would pick
up other information outside of the class
that I was in. I could pick up any book I
wanted from the shelves.
"It was just a great experience. "

Braklow earned a two-year certificate before teaching in Guttenberg for two years,
earning $75 a month and spending summers in Cedar Falls to earn more credits. Two years

Univen hy of Northern Iowa %~

master's degree fro m t he University
of Michigan in 1907. Her career
continued with a return to Wellesley
and two years at Iowa State College,

American Association for the
Advancement of Science and was
co-founder of Omicron Nu, t he home

Braklow said she wasn't popular in the dating scene, adding, "I didn't think anyone
would be interested in me.
"Studying was all that I needed to do, and I was enthralled with the lovely library.
There was an underpass from the street to it, and I always went to the library between
classes to study. At noon, though, I was always hungry," she said. "There was a little
stand at the corner where I spent 10 cents for a hot dog. That was my lunch."

years at Michigan State College
as dean of women and the home
economics division. She earned her

now Iowa State University.
Gilchrist was a fellow in the

influence."

6

UNI's youngestknown graduate
Maude Gilchrist

Editors Note: It is with deepest sympathy
that we announce the death of Louise Brak/ow
on May 5. News of her death reached us after
this publication had gone to the printer. We
appreciate the time she spent sharing her
memories of UNI and are saddened by the loss.

5~
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economics honor society. She died in
1952 at the age of 90.

Thank you to UNI Rod Library
Special Collections & University
Archives Division and its staff's
expertise in UNI history.
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Presidents and Politics

I

n 10 days Pernell Cezar earned 2 credits toward graduation, immersed
himself in lectures, site visits, tours and special events in the nation's
capital, and created memories he'll savor for a lifetime.
The University of Northern Iowa junior was nominat ed and selected
for The Washington Center's Presidential Inauguration seminar, which
focused on the newly elected president and the formation of a new
executive administration and the role of t he media in
U.S. politics. Cezar and the other seminar participants
delved into issues and events surrounding the transfer
of power and the political process.
After arriving in Washington, D.C. on Jan. 10,
Cezar got a behind-the-scenes look at Washington
and national politics. He met with lJNl alumnus
and U.S. Sen. Charles Grassley, heard from world
political and media leaders, participated in academic
discussions, and visited museums, national monuments
and memorials. The trip culminated with the 2009
Presidential Inauguration on Jan. 20.
Although Cezar doesn't have a background in
political science, a personal curiosity and interest
Pernell Cezar '09 met
led him to run for UNI student body president and become the first
with U.S. Senator
black leader of Northern Iowa Student Government. Exploring politics
Charles Grassley BA
.
.
.
'55 MA '56 at the Hart
d.
.
B
,ffi
'
Senate 0~;,ce ui 1 mg. further with a group of like-mmded college students froitl across the
nation, as well as having the chance to witness President Barack Obama's
inauguration, was an opportunity he couldn't
refuse.
"The academic side of the seminar helped me
develop my own views and thoughts about politics
and the presidency, and gave me perspective on the
president's position and leadership," he said.
In the evenings, Cezar and the other
participants read and discussed the book "Memo to
a New President: The Art and Science of Presidential
Leadership." In his own letter to the new president,
written as a part of the Presidential Inauguration
seminar, Cezar focused on a topic close to his heart:
business's influence on education, and vice versa.
Pernell in front of a
"In Gary, Ind., the majority of companies look to relocate to areas
segment of the Berlin
a strong education background. Those places have a stronger tax
with
Wall at the Newseum.
base and an educated population," he said. "There's definitely a need for
public education reform."
Cezar is exploring a research project for his senior year based
on education's tie to economics, how a lack of efficient public school
systems worsens poverty conditions and increases crime rates in urban
communities.
Whether Cezar's future is in politics, finance, education or takes an
entirely different turn, he envisions it involving his hometown of Gary,
Ind.
"I have a lot of opinions about my hometown, and I'd like to
8
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Read more:
influence the development of Gary, whether I'm living
there or not," he said. "It's a healthy challenge."
On Inauguration Day, Cezar, like thousands of
others, faced a different sort of challenge. Tickets in
hand, Cezar, his sister and his uncle were unable to get
inside the gates for the inauguration ceremony.
"I saw the transition of people coming into town,"
Cezar said about being in Washington, D.C., the days
leading up to the inauguration. "There were a lot of

UNI student Pernell Cezar
kept an online diary about his
experiences during The Washington
Center's Presidential Inauguration
seminar. You can read his online
account at
weblogs.uni.edu/inauguration.
Here are his closing remarks

people on Sunday for the concert, and even more on
Monday getting tickets. I knew there were going to be

regarding Inauguration Day:
"Although, I didn't make it
in to see the inauguration live,
the most important thing of the

problems."
Inauguration Day did not go as planned for Cezar,
whose biggest pet peeve is traffic and crowds. He
endured four hours in a line only to be turned away like
so many others. But he keeps a healthy perspective on

day was that the show went on
successfully. My trip was well worth
it though. I learned a lot more
about American politics and history,
met great people, toured sites and

this as well.
"It was an energetic and emotional atmosphere,"
he said. "There was so much excitement and emotion,
and you couldn't even see the end of the line. It was
worth it, just being there. Being in the area and with
my family, even thought I didn't view the inauguration

monuments, spent time with my
family, and witnessed American
people travel from all parts of the
country to witness and be apart of

live, I was there."

history for the inauguration of the
44th President of the United States,
who also happens to be an African
American."

UNI School of Music alumna performs at Presidential
Inauguration
University of Northern Iowa School of Music alumna Susan Rider ('89) was featured
as a performer at the Jan. 20 Presidential Inauguration ceremony and celebration. Rider
is a member of the trumpet/comet section of "The President's Own" United States
Marine Band, Chamber Orchestra, and Chamber Ensembles in Washington, D.C. "The
President's Own" has been performing traditionally at presidential inaugurations for
210 years, in more than 52 inaugurations and is the only musical unit to participate in
both the swearing-in
and the parade.
Rider
performs
regularly at the
White House,
at concerts and
official ceremonies
in the metropolitan
on national concert
tours, and for
special appearances
nationally and

5'~
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UNI CATS awarded Governor's Volunteer Award
The University of Northern Iowa's Connecting Alumni to Students (CATS) program was
awarded the Governor's Volunteer Award.
Established in 1982, the Governor's Volunteer Award
program honors and recognizes the commitment, service
and time that hundreds of volunteers across the state
contribute each year. CATS, the official student volunteer
group of the UNI Alumni Association, continues
university traditions and serves as the link between
students, administration and alumni.
CATS was recognized with the Governor's Volunteer
Award for its overall commitment to UNI. Throughout the
year, members of CATS held One Night-9 Lives Dinners;
acted as the Panther Pride Patrol rewarding students for
wearing UNI gear; organized Panther Fridays; assisted St dents Today, Alumni Tomorrow
(STAT) with homecoming events and distribution of the STAT "BEAT" T-shirts; planned the
Polar Bare Run; and attended the Association of Student Advancement Programs (ASAP)
district conference and network.
"I think CATS is a fabulous program for UNI's campus and community," said Samantha
Keltner '08, CATS president at the time of the award, and a senior history major from
Ankeny. "There is nothing better than being able to reward students and community
members for having pride in our university. In just a year, CATS made a huge impression
on campus."
UNI CATS was also awarded the Outstanding Student Organization Award at the ASAP
I

conference and the UNI Student Leadership Award for Most Outstanding Philanthropy
project.

This cookie is a delightful mix of oatmeal,
peanut butter and more.
1/2 c. margarine
1 1/2 c. chunky peanut butter
1 1/3 c. brown sugar
1 c. granulated sugar
4 eggs
1/4 tsp. light corn syrup
3/4 tsp. vanilla
5 1/4 c. oatmeal
1 Tbsp. baking soda
3/ 4 c. chocolate chips
3/4 c. M&Ms
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees F.
2. Cream margarine, peanut butter, brown
12

sugar and granulated sugar until light and
fluffy (use mixer's medium speed).
3. Add eggs, corn syrup and vanilla. Mix
well (use mixer's low speed).
4. .Combine oatmeal and baking soda. Add
to creamed mixture and mix until just
blended (use mixer's low speed).
5. Stir in chocolate chips and M&Ms until
evenly distributed.
6. Spoon 1 1/2-inch dough balls onto
ungreased cookie sheet, 2 inches apart.
7. Bake at 350 degrees F for 8 to 10

minutes.
Makes 4 to 5 dozen.
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U.S. Secretary of Education
Arne Duncan speaks at UNI
U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan spoke to a crowd of more than 1,000
people, many aspiring teachers, at the Gallagher-Bluedorn Performing Arts Center
on the University of Northern Iowa campus Friday, April 24. Secretary Duncan's
presentation underscored UNI
President Benjamin Allen's
priorities that UNI be known as a
leader in pre-K through 12 issues
and enhance the development of
the state of Iowa.
Duncan discussed the
economic stimulus funding
for education and priorities
in education reform. His top
priorities focus on strong
teaching and student learning
through student data systems,
teacher and administrator
evaluation systems, and
indentifying underperforming
U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan visits
schools.
with UNI College of Education Dean Bill Callahan.
Among his ideas for
reforming education include
recruiting and retaining great teachers. He outlined several possibilities for
improving the quality of teaching through
mentoring programs, teacher compensation and
working with teachers who aren't getting the
job done.
In reference to UNI's high-quality teacher
education program and its 500 students that
graduate each year into the profession, he
believes that educator preparation programs
should reflect the quality of those teachers in
each state. Duncan summarized that "a good
teacher is someone who is passionate, deeply
committed to success and up to a challenge to
ensure that every student achieves."
Duncan closed by saying he regards
improving education as the civil rights issue of
our generation. "With opportunity, guidance
and support, our children can do extraordinary
things, no matter where they come from. We
have to have the courage to change what is
wrong. It should be our job every day to wake
up and fight for kids."
For more information, photos and video of
Duncan's speech at UNI, visit
www.uni.edu/ arneduncan.
5 ~2009

U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan.
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Dear UNI Alumni and Friends:

It goes without saying that these are challenging economic times
and like many of you, the UNI Foundation has been affected by
them. For the past 10 years, the UNI Foundation's investments have
consistently outperformed benchmarks for their investment classes.
This year, however, all types of investments have suffered rapid and
severe losses, and this has affected all investors-organizations and
individuals alike. Although the market has stabilized somewhat, the
decline over the past several months has diminished the value of many
of the foundation's endowed scholarships and endowed program
•
support funds.
~
Because of this, the foundation's ability to fund scholarships
from our endowment accounts has been diminished. However,
to compensate for this loss, the university has made a
commitment to provide additional support for scholarship
awards in the upcoming academic year. This reflects UNI's
commitment to protecting student financial aid and promoting
students' progress to graduation.
Your continuing support for UNI is especially important. Your gifts for
scholarships can enable a student to continue study toward the degree
that will offer new employment opportunities. Your
contributions to UNI programs can help maintain quality despite state
appropriation reductions. Your Annual Fund gifts benefit all areas of
the university and help build its long-term sustainability.
On behalf of the University of Northern Iowa and our students, I thank
you for your continued support.

William D. Calhoun, Jr. '79
President of the UNI Foundation
Vice President for University Advancement

14
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Legacy of family, community
and ISTC: Robert and Eloise
Dennis pay it forward
Eloise Beatty Dennis '54 left a legacy for her family by preserving their
heritage in a book titled "Lewis Bottoms, Its Legacy and Lore." The story
documents the history of the first family to settle in Fayette Township, a few
miles north of what is now Cedar Rapids, Iowa. The section on school days
underscores the importance of education to the settlers and those who followed.
Inspired by her family's emphasis on education, at the age of 16 Eloise
seized the opportunity to attend Iowa State Teachers College with the aid of a
merit scholarship.
"I arrived on campus at
age 16, took what was called
a 'canned' schedule, worked in
the alumni office, made lifelong
friends, achieved the Purple
Arrow Award, and entered the
teaching world at age 18,"
she said. "It was quite an
opportunity for a young farm
girl."
After graduating from
ISTC, Eloise taught in the
California, Colorado and Iowa
school systems. She earned a
master's degree in elementary
math education while living in
Colorado.
In 1957, Eloise married Robert Dennis, a vocational agriculture teacher in
Lone Tree, Iowa. Robert earned a Doctor of Veterinary Medicine degree from Iowa
State University in 1962 and established successful small animal hospitals in
California and Colorado.
In 1993, Eloise and Robert returned to Iowa and their roots. They built a new
home on Eloise's family's 1839 homestead and restored her great-grandparents'
1892 house as an ancestral museum. The restoration is chronicled in the pages of
Eloise's book.
The Dennis' legacy also will continue on the pages of UNI's history through
a Charitable Gift Annuity with the UNI Foundation. According to Eloise, "We
were both of retirement age, and some additional planning was in order. The
Charitable Gift Annuity seemed the best choice: avoid capital gains taxes,
significant tax savings initially and annually, and life income, with the remainder
giving another student a chance to succeed."
As a child, Eloise frequently heard the expression, "an education is
something they can't take from you."
"It holds true today and the need to make education available is critical," she
said. "The $600 that paid for tuition and board for a quarter in 1952 would fall far
short today. So, with warm enthusiasm, we adhere to the motto, 'pass it on: "
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Scholarships influence research, deepen
understanding of the world
University of Northern Iowa senior Alexa Warwick is eager to connect her knowledge
to real-world issues.
"I get really excited about the research I do because it is question-oriented, which
means I get to discover the answer," said Warwick, who is majoring in biology, Portuguese
and Spanish.
The generosity of many donors has helped Warwick make those connections.
Scholarships for tuition, research, travel and study abroad
have allowed Warwick to focus on her research and studies.
Warwick received the Symposium Scholarship through the
College of Natural Sciences, which clinched her decision to
attend UNI. Other donors include the Dave Swanson Research
Grant and the Alan Orr Research Grant.
,>
Through three study abroad scholarships, Warwick studied
in Brasilia, Brazil, last fall where she did fieldwork and lab
work, practiced her Portuguese and gained valuable experience
in a new culture.
Florida State University has offered Warwick a fellowship
to continue her research. Warwick says she looks forward to
attending graduate school, traveling for research, learning
new languages and becoming the link between people and
research.

Alexa Warwick

Scholarships inspire #pay it
forward" attitude
One of Sherman Wise's goals is to graduate from the
University of Northern Iowa with a debt of no more than
$12,000 so he can dive into his real passion: philanthropy. He
already has an impressive resume including three internships
at non-profit agencies in the Cedar Valley. He also volunteers
at several organizations and his church.
"I want to be remembered for the good I did, not for
being famous," said Wise, a junior public relations major.
"The scholarships I've received from Carver Trust and Principal
Financial broaden my opportunities to 'pay it forward: It sets
the path for the future because I1l be able to give back much
Sherman Wise
more than the dollars I have received. Not everyone has the
opportunities that I have had here at UNI. I want to make this happen for others."
As the oldest of five brothers and a father of two, Wise is eager to be the role model
he lacked while growing up.
"It's hard to learn how to swim if you've never seen water," he said.
Through his college career and involvement in the community, Wise has met several
mentors. Private support and great mentors helped him find the path to success. Wise is
determined to become a philanthropist, finish writing his life story, "The Transformation,"
and start his own public relations firm, Wise Decisions.
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Honorary alumni recognized
Eldred Harman received an award of
Honorary Alumni Status by the University
of Northern Iowa Alumni Association
board of directors for his commitment to
UNI.
Eldred and Donna '47 Harman have
provided leadership support to UNI's
Freeburg Early Childhood Program; have
established a scholarship and lectureship
in early childhood education; and support
the Gallagher-Bluedorn Performing Arts
Center and Panther athletics. They have
made significant contributions to the
university that will lead to a lasting
impact for generations of students.

David R. Mason received an award of
Honorary Alumni Status by the University of
Northern Iowa Alumni Association board of
directors for his leadership to the UNI Alumni
Association as legal counsel and as a friend.
Mason's willing and vocal advocacy, advice
and counsel have lead to opportunities to
build a strong and vibrant alumni association
that represents 100,000 living UNI graduates.
Mason, a partner in Redfern, Mason, Larsen &
Moore, PLC, serves on the UNI Foundation board
of trustees and is legal counsel for the UNI
Alumni Association, UNI Foundation, Research
Foundation and Properties Corporation. His
wife, Cindi '98, M.A. '05 is a member of the UNI
School of Music faculty and director of UNI's Community Music School.

T.C. takes fifth at
nationals
The University of Northern Iowa's mascot, T.C.,
earned a fifth-place finish in the Open Division at
the Universal Cheer Association/Universal Dance
Association National Championships in January.
In his fifth appearance in the national
championships, T.C. improved upon his seventhplace finish from a year ago. YouDee of the
University of Delaware claimed the 2008 Open
Division Mascot Championship.

5 ' ~2009
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UNI Virtual Career Center launched
The top service expressed by alumni in the University of Northern Iowa Alumni
Association's comprehensive survey was a need for improved career advisory services.
The UNI Alumni Association and UNI Career Services are excited to announce our
new, free, virtual career success center. We have partnered with CareerBeam®, LLC to
bring you the best company and industry research tools, international databases and
lead generation technology available in the market. Our success center also has a career
development seminar series that has assessments, professional resume and cover-letter
builders and search strategy resources. This service is free to UNI alumni and students.
A few highlights and features now available:
• Job Trigger technology that continually scans more than 20,000 business sources in
more than 150 categories of "job trigger events" that indicate an actual job posting
or opportunity. More than 25,000 of these new job triggers are produced every day.
Triggers that match your criteria are e-mailed to you..,as jo!i leads .
• Search Companies function that includes more than 17 million organizations containing
company overview, key information and business intelligence. You1l have access to 20
million industry contacts, many with biographies and contact information, which is
great for connecting with alumni.
• Company Intelligence, including all Dun & Bradstreet information, for you to create
specific Industry, Company and Geography targeted searches. There is also a "research
on demand" feature that allows you to request research on companies not currently in
the database.
• Track Companies & Manage Contacts features that assist you in finding new positions
in target companies, storing key contacts, notes, resumes~ cover letters, and position
descriptions, and scheduling follow up calls and interviews.
• An industry research database covering more than 200 industries, saving you valuable
research time, enhancing interview performance and giving you the competitive edge to
win more offers.
• An international database covering more than 70 countries for career opportunities.
• Ten assessments/ exercises that culminate with a personalized career report.
• Interactive seminar series with professional resume and cover-letter builders.
• Bi-weekly demonstration webinars to help you maximize your utilization of Career
Beam.
The UNI alumni career page has links to all UNI resources, as well as statewide
resources for career assistance and job searches. You must register to use this service.
Your information will not be shared and will be held in complete confidence. To register,
visit www.unialum.org/ career.
Career Beam has more than 100 university and alumni association clients across the
U.S., and is recognized as a leading provider of career assistance.

Auodatlon

www.unialum.org/career
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Sandy Stevens '62 (profiled on p.2) is chair of the University
of Northern Iowa Alumni Association board of directors. She has
three goals for the UNI Alumni Association for her term, which
1. To increase membership in the alumni association and

alumni participation in events, resulting in our being able to do
more for alumni and for UNI.
2. To encourage and enhance the Alumni Association's
connection with and support of other areas and departments of the university.
3. To provide opportunities for board members to serve and to be involved with their
university beyond board meeting participation.
Her goals for the association are directly tied to the mission and vision.

University of Northern Iowa Alumni Association
Mission: The UNI Alumni Association provides effective leadership, service and
value to t he University of Northern Iowa, our constituencies and service areas. The UNI
Alumni Associat ion encourages, supports and advances life-long relationships between
alma mater and its alumni and friends ..
Vision: The UNI Alumni Association will provide extraordinary support to the
University of Northern Iowa and its alumni; in doing so we will become leader in the
delivery of creative services and programs.

Structure: The UNI Alumni Association is governed by a volunteer board of no
more than 35 directors. Directors are elected based on expertise, energy, geographic
location and/or activities as a student at UNI. They may serve two successive threeyear terms. The board meets at least twice a year and is charged as a working and
policy board. You must be a dues member of the association and a UNI graduate to
serve. The board serves as both an advisory/ policy group and a working group for
events, programs and services.
If you are interested in serving on the board or becoming a constituency group
representative, please contact Mark Jastorff at mark.jastorff@uni.edu or call 319-2732355.
Members (number): Dues paying members of the association total nearly 25
percent of the student body (3,475); 2,295 life members and 4,640 annual members.
Our goal is to reach 25 percent of the alumni population as members. That would
match the University of Iowa and Iowa State University. UNI is currently at around 8
percent - we think there needs to be more purple out there! All of the funds generated
by membership are reinvested into UNI and Alumni Association programs and services.
Visit www.unialum.org to learn more about the UNI Alumni Association, its
events, programs, services and benefits of membership.
5 ' ~2 009
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19305
Enid (Staker) Burkhart, 2-yr.
'34, was selected as Parade
Grand Marshall for the July
2008 celebration of the 125th
anniversary of Woodward. At 94,
she has lived in or near the town
for three-fourths of its existence.

19405

'

Helen (Wagoner) Shepard, BA
'42, is an active volunteer and
lifetime member of the Pentacle
Theatre in Salem OR.

19505
Merle Dickinson, BA '50, MA '70,
is retired. He was vice president
of finance for Goodwill Industries
in Sioux City from 1979 to 1992
and director of Dickinson Tours
from 1994 to 2001. He now gives
musical programs with his wife,
Phyllis (BA '49).

Patricia DeKoster Echelberger,

Band. In his retirement, he enjoys
UNI music and athletic events.

Roger Burkhart, BA '59, was
selected Outstanding Alumnus
in the category of Academics for
Woodward-Granger High School as
part of the July 2008 celebration
of Woodward's 125th anniversary.
He lives in Gaithersburg MD.
Arland Waters, BA '59, and his
wife Carol Waters BA '60 will
celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary in July 2009.

19605
Roland Harklau, BA '60, is a
retired teacher and coach. He lives
in Sac City.

Gary Miller, BA '63, retired from
teaching mathematics at Moraine
Park Technical College. He lives in
Fond Du Lac WI.

David Montz, BA '63, sold his
company and retired. He lives in
Pinos Altos NM.

Shirley (Soeth) Pfeifer, BA
'51, was named the Retired Art
Teacher of the Year by the Art
Educators of Iowa at their annual
meeting in March 2008. She lives
in Washington.

Bonita Dostal- eff, BA '64,
MA '66, received recognitio
for her co-edited theory book
" Public Relations: From Theory
to Practice" by the PR Division
of the ational Communication
Association. She was also elected
co-vice chairman of the Lakeshore
Public Television and Radio Board
of Directors.

retired after 25 years of teaching
music and 40 years of teaching
private piano lessons. She has
been active with all ages of choirs
at her church.

Betty (Southern) Atwood,
2-yr '52, BA '52, MA '57, retired
from Heartland Area Education
Association in 1988. She is active
in Phi Delta Kappa of Des Moines,
a retired teacher's group, and
Delta Kappa Gamma Honorary
Teacher Society.

Mary (Stout) Stierwalt, 2-yr.
'52, received the 2008 Chariton
Chamber Citizen of the Year award
at their annual meeting. She is
owner and operator of Family
Shoe in Chariton.
George Garver, BA '55, is mayor
of Georgetown TX, a city of 50,000
near Austin.

Mary Beth Kourey, 2 yr. '56,
retired after 35 years of teaching.
She is one of six consecutive
generations in her family to teach
in Iowa.

Leland Thomson, BA '56, MA '59,
plays in the UNI New Horizons
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Diane Cox Glass, BA '69, received
a certificate in spiritual devotion
in December 2008. She lives in
Carlisle.

Carol (Cox) Payne, BA '69, MA
'7 5, retired from teaching. She
taught in Cedar Falls, Waverly,
Shell Rock, Muscatine, Ankeny
and Ames.

..

Paul Jones, BA '62, operates the
water plant at McMurdo talion
Antarctica.

BA '50, is retired. She is active as
a Girl Scout leader and in church
activities in Grand Prairie TX.

Nadine Suck Wright, BA '51,

Dennis Dake, MA '69, retired
as a professor emeritus from the
faculty of Iowa State University
after 36 year of tenure in the I U
Department of Art and Design.
He received an Award of Faculty
Excellence from the Board of
Regents of the tate of Iowa. He
live in Ames.

Richard Rishe, BA '65, retired
from Lazyboy Furniture in 2005.
He has published five novels and
recently signed a seven-year
contract with a publisher for his
29 chapter novel "So Help Me
God" about crooked lawyers.
Paul Heuer, BA '65, MA '69,
started and ran a greenhouse/
garden center for 31 years. He
now works in customer service
for a large company. He lives in
Calamus.

Paul Fitzgerald, BA '6 7, is vice
president-community development
at Titonka Savings Bank in Forest
City.

Mark Gibson, BA '67, retired
from the Dubuque County
Highway Department in 2007. He
is planning a motorcycle trip to
Ireland.
Edward Schmitt, BA '67, recently
retired from his position as
superintendant in Portland OR, a
position he held for 27 years.

19705
Terry (Ross) Dutcher, BA '70,
MA '7 3, is the media specialist
at Washington and Lee High
Schools in Montross VA. She is
also an instructor in the Career
Switcher program for the Virginia
Community College System.

Douglas Genschmer, BA '70, is
active in the Pearson Lakes Art
Center in Okoboji. He retired in
2004 and returned to Iowa after
teaching for 26 years in California.

Michael Williams, BA '70, retired
after 38 years of teaching science
in Keota. He was also active as
a coach and driver's education
instructor. He was a member of
the advisory committee to the
dean of the College of Natural
Sciences at UNI.
Janice Wilson, BA '70, retired
after 37 years of teaching
junior high English at Central
Community School in Elkader. She
lives in Manchester.
William Desmarais, BA '72,
MA '85, retired after 36 years of
teaching environmental and earth
sciences at Cedar Rapids Schools.

James Westpfahl, BA '72, has
taught industrial technology for
the Sioux City Community School
District for 36 years.

Charles Dutcher, BA '73,
teaches industrial technology at
Washington and Lee High School
in Montross VA.

Laura Noehl Schmitz, BA '73,
has been teaching 3rd grade at
Immaculate Conception School in
Charles City for 36 years.

Beth (Dunkel) Westpfahl, BA
'7 3, is an assistant professor
of mathematics at Briar Cliff
University in Sioux City.
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Super Bowl XLIII: Panthers partake
Two University of Northern Iowa alumni experienced a successful
NFL season with the Arizona Cardinals.
The Cardinals lost a gripping matchup with the Pittsburgh
Steelers in the NLF's Super Bowl XLIII on Feb. 1. Kurt Warner ('94)
led the Cardinals as starting quarterback. Dedric Ward ('98), now a
member of the Kansas City Chiefs coaching staff, served as offensive
quality control coach for the Cardinals. Prior to the game, Warner
received the 2008 Walter Payton NFL Man of the Year trophy,
recognizing his community service activities in addition to his excellence on the field .
Both Panthers own Super Bowl Championship rings: Warner with the St. Louis Rams
in Super Bowl XXXN (he was named Super Bowl MVP) and Ward with the New England
Patriots in Super Bowl XXXVIII.
Molly (Murphy) Iovino, BA '75,
is the member relations director
at Quality Checked Dairies. She
lives in Burr Ridge IL.
David Poggenklass, BA '75,

retired from teaching at
Guttenberg Schools. He taught
music for 33 years.
Randy Krejci, BA '76, MA '83,

has been principal of Harding
Middle School in Cedar Rapids for
11 years.
Gary Telford, BA '76, was named
Iowa's Fine Arts Administrator
of the Year from the Iowa High
School Speech Association. He
lives in Ankeny.
Rosemarie (Keller) Skaine, MA
'77, published her 11th book,

"Women of Afghanistan in the
Post-Taliban Era". She will be
inducted in to the Grand Island
NE Senior High Hall of Honor in
2009. She lives in Cedar Falls.
Gary Curtis, MA '78, retired

from his position as a guidance
counselor at Mid-Prairie Middle
School. He drives the courtesy
shuttle for Iowa City Toyota.
Kirn (Halligan) Langholz, BA
'79, joined Nestle Purina PTC as a

staff veterinarian. She lives in St.
Joseph MO.

1980s
Philip Buchanan, BA '82, is the

production supervisor at Derse
Inc. in Chicago IL.
Matthew Dacres, BA '85, is a
claims representative at EMC
Insurance. He lives in Sioux City.
Debra (Deitering) Maddox, BA
'85, teaches public speaking at

Asheville-Buncombe Technical
Community College in Asheville
NC. She also owns a ghost tour
business.

Jacque (Hoth) Mohs, BA '86,
is vice president-retirement and
investor services at Principal Life
Insurance Company. She lives in
Winterset.

was named to the top 25 most
influential people list by the
Corridor Business Journal.

Steven Bahlmann, BA '87, is CEO

lives in Webster City.

for the Hank Haney International
Junior Golf Academy in Hilton
Head Island SC.

Jon Shepherd, BA '9 0, is a
partner at Alston & Bird LLP in

Todd Meyer, BA '87, is

superintendent of the Jackson
County Central School District in
Jackson MN.
Kathy (Siemsen) Minde,
BA '87, has worked for Lenox

International Inc. for 30 years.
She was promoted to DirectorState and Local Tax in January
2008. She lives in Richardson TX.

Sherri (Van Wyhe) Hotzler, BA
'90, is CEO of Vantec, Inc. She

Dallas TX. He was named one of
the best lawyers in Dallas by D
Magazine in 2007 and 2008, as
well as a Texas Super Lawyer.
Heidi (Ohlen) Durbin, BA '91,
is assistant principal/ dean of
students at Grinnell High School.
Christine (Bailey) McDonald, BA
'91, is director of human resources

for Syracuse Research Corporation
in Syracuse NY.
Phillip Luebke, BA '93, is a

1990s
Matthew Engle, BA '90, is senior

vice president, accounting and
finance and chief accounting
officer of Grubb & Ellis Company.
He lives in Coto De Casa CA.

marketing manager for Cellular
One. He lives in Missoula MT.
Vicki (Winter) Novak, BA '93, is
a physician assistant at Hatfield
Family Medicine in Gilbert AZ.

Ellen Barth Habel, BA '90, is

Michelle (Anderson) Kurtz, BA
'94, was promoted to group team

assistant city administrator in
Coralville. She served as the
city's public information officer
during the floods of 2008. She

lead at Target Financial Services,
leading four teams in the credit
customer service contact center.
She lives in Lakeville MN.

UNI alumnus to serve as presidentelect of national surgical society
University of Northern Iowa alumnus Michael S.
Lee, DPM, FACFAS was named president-elect of the
6,000-member American College of Foot and Ankle
Surgeons (ACFAS) . Lee earned a B.A. in biology with a
minor in chemistry from UNI in 1992.
Lee practices with Capital Orthopaedics & Sports
Medicine in Des Moines, Iowa, with a focus on the
diagnosis and treatment of all musculoskeletal foot and
ankle conditions including reconstruction, trauma and
sports injuries. He is team podiatrist for the Iowa Chops
AHL Hockey Team, Iowa Barnstormers AFL2 Football Team
and area universities and colleges.
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Martin Patzner, BA '94, is vice
president-director of commercial
property management for the
Lund Company. He lives in La
Vista NE.

Kelli (Townsley) Olson, BA '96,
is a learning and development
consultant for Wells Fargo
Regional Banking . She lives in
Adel.

Aleksandr Terigorev, MA '94,
owns Alex Terp LLC, a retained
executive search firm based in
Moscow Russia.

John Quart, BA '96, is a graphic
artist and web designer for Iowa
State University. He recently
started a custom auto detailing
and accessories shop in Ankeny.

Craig Cronbaugh, BA '95,
is director of the Legislative
Information Office at the Iowa
State Capitol in Des Moines.
He has written a book titled
"Reaching for a Star" about his
life, musical career and friendship
with singer Frankie Laine.
Jeffry Klein, BS '95, is a supply
management specialist - buyer
for John Deere Service Parts
Operations. He lives in Cedar Falls.
Erik Nieuwenhuis, BA '95 , is a
physical therapist at St. Luke's
Regional Medical Center in Sioux
City. He and his wife, Jenilyn,
adopted a daughter, Abbigail, in
May 2008.
Jane Vogler, BA '95, is currently
pursuing a PhD in educational
psychology at the University of
Texas at Austin.
Melissa (Seible) Klein, BA '96,
is a special needs counselor at
Hawkeye Community College. She
lives in Cedar Falls.

Brian Dutler, BA '97, is general
manager at Ruffled Feathers Golf
Club in Lemont IL. He serves as
regional manager for six other
golf properties for Eagle Golf.
Kaia (Thiese) Dutler, BA '97, is
aquatic program coordinator for
the Bolingbrook (IL} Park District.
J. Royce Richtner, BA '97, is an
assistant professor of busines law
at Drake University.
Elizabeth Fank, BA '98 ,
graduated from Kansas State
University with a Master's of
Science degree in curriculum and
instruction with special emphasis
in English as a second language.
B.J. Miller, BA '98, was elected
a shareholder of the Davis Brown
Law Firm in Des Moines. He
practices in the firm's business
division.
Justin Dams, BA '99, is vice
president, financial advisor for

MEMBERS Financial Services at
Veridian Credit Union. He lives in
Cedar Falls.
Megan (Schmidt) Farnsworth,
BA '99, was recently certified as a
neuroscience registered nurse. She
works at the University of Iowa
Hospital in Iowa City.

20005
Lori Covington, BS '00, MS '02, is
director of radiologic technology
at San Diego Mesa College. She
lives in San Diego CA.
Scott Mikkelsen, BA '00, joined
the East Des Moines Chamber of
Commerce Board of Directors. He
is an associate of the Davis Law
Firm Business Division.
Jill (Westpfahl) Ehlts, BA '01, is
a first-grade teacher for St. Pius X
School in Cedar Rapids.
TJ Lucero, BA '01 , works at the
John Deere European Office in
Mannheim, Germany.
Jeremy Beyer, BA '02, is a
metering analyst for Mid American
Energy. He lives in Ankeny.
Melissa (Bradley) Beyer, BA
'02 , is an associate veterinarian

at South Des Moines Veterinary
Center.

UNI Rod Library acquires alumna's
special-edition concrete poetry
The University of Northern Iowa Rod Library
recently acquired several works of concrete poetry
by Mary Ellen Solt. The collection features a specialedition of "Flowers in Concrete," Solt's best-known
work, and also includes "A Trilogy of Rain" and
.,,,,
, , I//~"Marriage." Solt, who passed away in 2007, earned
1,
her bachelor's degree in English literature from Iowa State Teachers / -::::=::::
/'/11 \ ~ ·~
;/
College (UNI) in 1941.
~
Solt's widely-recognized work has been displayed at the Venice ~ ~
~ ~q?.;;;r ..,,
.,,,i,0
Biennale, the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam and the Jewish
...:;MeAsu,
Museum in New York. Several of her pieces also were featured on 13dv::J
t-l..i c-.">~ ~ G'o0 .s s
the CBS cultural program, "Camera Three."
O
"Concrete poetry invites us to consider words not only as
symbols that convey meanings, but as things themselves," said the late Solt. "Concrete
poetry asks us to contemplate the relationship of words to each other and the
space they occupy." This form of poetry is distinctive in its irregular typeset that is
aesthetically pleasing and creative. The way the words are displayed on the page creates
another dimension of description for the poem beyond the words alone.
Rod Library's collection of Solt's work is located in the Special Collections area on
the third floor. It may be viewed from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. The
one-in-forty, special-edition of "Flowers in Concrete" features each poem printed on a
24-by-36 inch poster, with each page signed by the author.
Rod Library's collection of Solt's work was purchased with donated funds
administered through the UNI Foundation.
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Stephanie Gilbert, BA '02, earned
a masters of science degree with
a specialization in curriculum and
instruction from the University of
Huston-Clear Lake.
Kole Petersen, BA '02, is a senior
retirement specialist for Principal
Financial Group. He lives in
Waukee.
Angela (Hinderaker) Van Kley,
BA '02, teaches K-1 at Shell Rock
Elementary School.
Neil Lawrence Griffin, MA '03,
is director of distance learning at
Spartanburg Community College in
Spartanburg SC.
Kevin Reiter, BA '03, is the
product specialist for Geonetric in
Cedar Rapids.
Joshua Van Kley, BA '03, works
for Cambrex Pharmaceuticals as a
business
development specialist. He lives
in Waverly.

Trisha Westpfahl, BA '04, is a
special education teacher for EN
Swett Elementary in South Sioux
City NE.

Amber Brown Wernimont BA '99
married Brian Wernimont.

'07 Robert Barber, BA, is a
research biologist for Varied
Industries Corporation in Mason
City.

Kole Petersen BA '02 married
Molly Nelson Petersen.

Matt Bernard, BA '07, is a general
manager with Fastenal Company.
He lives in Omaha NE.
Matt Bernard, BA '07, is
operations manager at Target
Distribution in Topeka, KS.
Nadia Bocharova, MA '07, is a
sales consultant for Alex Terp LLC
in Moscow Russia.
'07 Marc Cabrera, BA '07, is a
trade sales representative with the
Pella Corporation in Minneapolis
Jillian Cosgrove, BA '07, is
a product developer at Under
Armour at Baltimore MD.
Kristin Jacobs , BA '07, is
employed with Enterprise in Apple
Valley MN.

Alex Abram, BA '04, works for
Gavilion in Omaha NE.

Danielle Dilger, BA '08, is a
retail sales representative at the
Hershey Company in Gurnee IL.

Benjamin Matthies, BA '04 ,
teaches in an at-risk program
at Ames High School. He also
teaches at Sylan Learning Center
in Ames and Des Moines Area
Community College in Boone.
Jessica (Jobe) Pienkos, BA '04 ,
is a buyer for Naturalizer Concept
stores. She is earning her MBA at
the University of St. Louis.
Sara Schmidt, BA '04, is Western
regional car dealer specialist
for The Ashland Corporation Valvoline. She received the 2008
Valvoline Excellence Award after
one year with the company. She
lives in Thronton CO.
Heather Seevell, BA '04, is
marketing manager and event
planner for Junior Achievement
of Eastern Iowa. She lives in
Janesville.
Caroline (McSorley) Simons,
BA '04, works at the Henry
Doorly Zoo in Omaha, NE as a
horticulturist. She lives in Council
Bluffs.

Terry Brannon Bohr BA '03
married Richard Bohr.
Laura Forrester Bunner BA '03
married Donald Brunner.
Lisa Groth Switzer BA '03
married Curtis Switzer BA '03.
Stephanie Burr Boesen BA '04
married Joshua Boesen BA '02.
Mary Fosseen Brown BA '04
married Sam Brown.
Marcy McCord Dailey BA '06
married Taylor Dailey BA '04.

MN.

Atumn Visser, BA '03, graduated
from Pepperdine University School
of Law in May 2008. She was
admitted to the California bar in
July 2008. She lives in Canoga
Park CA.

Steve Hanson, BA '04, is
marketing and business
development manager at NEIT in
Monona.

Annie Schaefer Lucero BA '01
married TJ Lucero BA '01.

Matthew Timmerman, BA '07 , is
the catering manager for Sodexo.
He lives in Des Moines.

Matthew Giese, BA '08, is an
estimator/project manager for
Giese Companies in Dubuque.
Nathan Heying, BA '08, works for
Genesys in Kansas City.
Kathleen Klier, BA '08, is
a consumer safety officer/
investigator for the US Food and
Drug Administration. She lives in
Des Moines.
Laura Michaelsen, BA '08,
is a senior human resources
coordinator for AEGON Financial
Park in Cedar Rapids.
Lea Schellhorn, BA '08, is
assitant environmental business
manager for the Iowa Waste
Reduction Center in Cedar Falls.
Matthew Sieren, BA '08, is
executive administrative assistant
at Iowa Public Radio.

Weddings
Vicki Winter Novak BA '93
married Greg Novak.
Jenny Gruhn Starks BA '99
married Travis Starks.

Births
Lisa Drahos Frush BA '94 & Travis
Frush BA '94, MA '96, La Porte
City, son Brandon and daughter
Lauren born 3/27/2008.
Brian Hauser BA '94 & Charmin
Hauser, Lynnville, son Grant born
3/25/2008.
Beth Scherman Drees BA '96
& Ario Drees, Austin MN, son

Reuben born 5/2008.
Melanie Clakr Brauer BA '98 &
Shawn Brauer, Waukee, son Devin
born 7/10/2008.
Elizabeth Koch Hansen BA
'99 & Ryan Hansen, Macomb
IL, daughter Sophie born
10/28/2008.
Nicole Tremel Juranek BA '00,
MA '04 & Andrew Juranek, Omaha
NE, son Oliver born 4/5/2008.
Melissa Bradley Beyer BA '02
& Jeremy Beyer BA '02, Ankeny,
daughter Emily born 2/2/2008.
Alaina Shoopman Small BA '02
& Adam Small BA '02, Urbandale,
son Noah born 9/21/2008.
Angela Hinderaker Van Kley
BA '02 & Joshua Van Kley BA '03,
Waverly, daughter Madalyn born
11/5/2007.
Terry Brannon Bohr BA '03 &
Richard Bohr, Rudd, son Collin
born 2/18/2008.
Stacy Felderman Hirsch BA '03 &
Jim Hirsch, Dubuque, son Quintin
born 11/9/2008.
Teresa Degroot List BA '03 &
Brian List BA '02, Omaha NE, son
Carter born 8/27 /09.
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Caroline McSoreley Simons BA
'04 & Tony Simons, Council Bluffs,
daughter Annika born 12/4/2008.
Hannah Kollasch Saland BA '05
& Curt Saland, McGregor, daughter
Lydia born 4/26/2008.

Vincent Lampe BA '51, Kirksville
MO, died 5/12/2008.

Beverly Bramblett Waggener BA
'52, Topeka KS, died 9/ 20/ 2008.

Leon Rudloff BA '62, New Orleans

William Eckstein BA '53, Silver

Mary Ingvoldstad Walton BA
'63, Richland Center WI, died
9/3/2008.

Spring MD, died 7/23/2008.

William Mazula BA '54, Deerfield

Deaths

Beach FL, died 1/21/2008.

Frank Miller BA '39, Prescott AZ,

Charles Anderson MA '56, St.

died 7/13/2008.

Paul MN, died 5/ 29/ 2008.

Frances Schultz Steel BA '40,
Vienna WV, died 11/14/2008.

Ray Johnston BA '59, MA '64,
Hedgesville WV, died 11/14/2008.

Bruce McQuigg BA '48,

Eli Keeran MA '60, Elma WA, died
5/16/2005.

Bloomington IN, died 9/27/2008.

Irving Young BA '60, Council
Bluffs, died 10/ 27/ 2008.
LA, died 11/11/09.

Stephen France BA '66, West Des
Moines, died 11/5/2008.
David Deel MA '69, Bassett VA,
died 12/ 10/2008.

Kelly Beenen BA '75, Belmond,
died 10/30/2008.

Helen Krebs Miles 2 yr '55,
BA '68, MA '75, Waterloo, died
4/30/2008.

Experience NASCAR on Saturday, Aug. 1, with the UNI Alumni Association at
the Iowa Speedway, one of America's premier motor sport facilities. The NASCAR
Nationwide Series wheels into Newton-THE sporting event of the year.
Thanks to Iowa Speedway president and CFO Jerry Jauron '90, your UNI
Alumni Association is hosting a hospitality tent with all-you-can-eat and drink,
fan walk access to all events, closed-circuit television race coverage, a souvenir
program, an exclusive Iowa Speedway/ UNI polo shirt and grandstand tickets.

UNI Alumni Association Members: $110 per person
Non-members: $130 per person
Already have a ticket to the race, but want to join the Panther party? No
problem, we have a special rate just for you.

Tailgate Only: $60 per person
Space is limited. Only the first 250 UNI race fans are guaranteed a spot for
this inaugural event. You must register before July 1.

Not a member of the UNI Alumni Association? Join today with your event
registration and receive the member rate. Not sure if you're a member? Contact
Holly Johnson at holly.johnson@uni.edu or call 888-UNI-ALUM or 319-273-2355.
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3
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Des Moines

August
Newton

NASCAR Nationwide Series Race Hospitality Tent

1

Des Moines

Iowa State Fair
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September
UNI at Iowa Football (Labor Day weekend)

5
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UNI
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